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The role and extent of adult education in community colleges were examined in
this paper. The hterature indicated no common definition of adult education except
that it involves lifelong learning. One source identified five forces causing adults to
seek further education. They are; basic education, degree objective, occupational
training, homemaking education, and avocation and geriatric courses. Unfortunately,
development of adult education programs at community colleges is often frustrated
by such factors as resistance by those presently controlling evening adult schools,
apathy resulting from the usually limited offerings of vocational or college credit
courses, and the problem of defining the community's needs. There is considerable
variation in the of ferings of adult education programs at community colleges; some
offer only regular, credit courses others offer non-credit, short and/or
special-interest courses as well. One aspect of these programs currently being
developed is community service, which attempts to solve problems of both persons
and organizations by involving both college and community resources. It was
concluded that, while the community college is the institution best suited to meet the
challenge of adult education, most colleges are primarily concerned with the transfer
function, and thereby prevented from developing their unique and innovative role in
the hfelong learning of the community. (MB)
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ADULT EDUCATION IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Among the many "happenings" of the community colleges across

our country is a varied program of adult education, even though it

is often neither intended to be that nor identified in that manner.

The purpose of this paper is to examine tL role .11ti extent of

adult education in the community colleges, and comment on some of

the phases and trends.

I intend to approach it in this manner: first, to get a brief

perPRZeictive of adult eductaion, and of the expansion of the junior

college into the community; then, to examine the history of adult

education in the community college, especially in Los Angeles, be-

fore prodeeding to identify the rationale and perspeeti:e of adult
education in the community college. The final segment of the paper

will deal with the broad curriculum practices that encompass or in-

clude adult e*ducation, with considerable attention being given to
the fancinating community .service dimension. I will conclude the
paper with comments on what I have discovered.

Adult education has almost as many, definitions as it has

advocates. Glen.Burch gives us a broad definition when he says,

"it isin essencethe cultivation of the human mind, and. that

consistban the growth of understanding, insight and ultimately
,.

some wisdom (1 25) " However you may define it, about one

every five adults is involved in some kind of adult education

activity. Moat' adult education is provided by institutions and.



organizations not within the traditional field of education. Churches,

community organizationse-business and industry pravide for 57% of

the adult education participants (12:29), From personal experience,

know that a good deal of this is not very effective. This does

not mean that education outside the traditional field ought to be

dispensed with or is of no value, but that there is considerable roam

for improvement. The professional adult edueator, through consulta-

tion and direct involvement, ean have considerable impact on this

potential for imprwement.

Adult education is involved with, and sometimes defined as,

lifelong learning. Homer Kempfer points out two major facts from

the individual standpoint that make lifelong learning necessary (11:20)

First, that no one during youth and Young adulthood can acquire all

the knowledge, skills, habits, attitudes and behavior Patterns heeded

to last him throughout life. Our potential of input, abilitY4and

knowing is always.greater. We never reach our Potential inhe .

flcultitationft of the mind. Second, even if he could do so..rapid

ehanges.in our socialopolitiealteconomical and phYsical world brought

on by the geometric development,of physical sciences makerit,impoS-

sible toppredict .what those behavior patterns should be." ..There

a. continual learning.and relearning necessary if We are to MPet,

ohaneilges of growth and change in our world.

Or, We aan apProach this llfelong.learning from another direction

as weelook at the'forees that cause adults to seek further edUC4tion.

Ja0es Thorr4on.'Jr. n his book The Community Junior College, con-

siders Mach forces lisallsic edueation degree objective, occuPational



training or retraining, homemaking education, avoeational courses

and geriatric purpose (20:239-43).

The drive for basic education includes both those who want

to finish an gneampleted secondary education and those who have a

vtvid interest in learning with no desire for college credits. I

have students in my adult basic education blass who have high schOol

diplomas, but whose secondary education is incomplete and inadequate

for their needs and desires. Mary on the higher level of educatton

want to pursue subjects theY have been unable to study before or to

keep abreast of the changing social and political conditions. This

is generally learning for the sake of learning, one of the real

goalt of education being realized.

The degree objective of adults seems little different than for

the college age student, and to a large extent it is not. There are

those.who, perhaps rightly, want to do away with any differentiation

between the college age student ar4 the adult student, and eonsider

only the category of post-high school students* But there are aspects

tbat distinotly differentiate the adult student from the college age

student. Among these we note: (1) that the adult student generally

has been away from sehool for some period of time and has had or is

having experience in the social and economic "world" beyond the school;

(2) generally the adult student, Unless under subsidy, is carryin&

the responsibilities of full employment* and usually family respons-

.,

ibilities and .(3) 'because of these and other factors, the adult student

is seldom interested or involved in the "shhool activities" such as

generally assume strding Pri9FitY for the college age student.



A third force causing adults ,to seek further education is

occupational training or retraining* This is largely a consequence

of developing and expanding technOlogy that has brought about a rapid

obsolescense of manycoceupational skills and the.consequent need for

refresher training or retraining for another occupation* Occupational

edueation for adults has enabled entry into new occupations and train-
,

ing in preparation for promotion on the job*

Homemaking education for adults is in response to the force remo

quiring skills and understanding after marriage* Continued learning

is desired not only to answer the questions of child raising or house-

hold skills, but also to open new dimensions, such as interaction .be-

tween parents, and parent and child.

Increased leisure time constitutes an important social problem
f

in our age* Thus the pressure for new learning to increase our ,

avocational skills* This need not 1:_le limited to hobby, craft, and

recreational programs, but ean include what we have called academic

courses as weI1. "Many of the adults who enroll in the more tradir

tional courses choose them more for reeraational values than because
I

they seek college degrees or vocational competency (20:242)0"

When edueation is considered to be a continuing part of life,

it hasits effect not only on those who are "preparing for life",
4 t

but also oan. make vital contributions both to the individual well-

being of the older person and the welfare of society* The problem

of the increasing size of the senior eitizen community has caused

what Thornton has called the geriatric purpose of education* Con-

tinued learning, in its manY forms oan be effective to keep time as

,

s,

:

'
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an opportunity rather than becoming a dehumanizing burden.

The reality of these forces leading to adult education ean be

seen in some of the results of a study conducted by the National

Opinion Research Center in 1962 and 1943. This represents the re-

sponses of particiPants in adult education as to their reasons for

participation (12:26).

Reason Centcf
1. To become a better informed person 37
2, To prepare for a job ot occupation 36

3. To help.on the job I now hold 32
40 To spend spare time more enjoyably 20
5. To meet new and interesting people 15
6. To carry out tasks and duties 13

around the home

Whatever the reasons for participation and the forces behind

them we know that there is an increasing number of adults involved

in some kind of program of adult education.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

An interesting topic to pursue, in and. Of itselfis the

development of thecOmmunity college from the Nnior college

loll only give *.ief reftrence to its earlitr stagOs 'becaUSe it is

themost recentdeveiopment that iS most relevant tO this paper.

From its earliest beginnings as a reform movement affecting
,.

university edUeation, relieving the pressure of expanding enrollments
,1 .

bY Providing a looal PreParatorY institution for colleges and univ-

eTsities, the junibr college would begin to broaden in scope. First,

terminal edueatiOn, *with the junior college providing its own'degree;
,

then

of special

technieal=OccuPational education, followed by the steady increase
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Ralph Fields, in his book ThlAgoar=7_2211fal.M2yement,

lists a variety of pressures that he sees in the history of the

junior college for change to a broadened program (2:55.57):

1. The drtve to attain a greater degree of democracy
in all our social arrangements. The drive of equal
opportunity for all has had an important influence.
2. Increasing complexity of modern living has spurred
changes, in educational purposes.
3* The depression of the 30's kept the student in school,
because no jobs were available. They stayed in the junior
college because they couldn't afford to go away to school.
It also brought some to adult classes.
4. World War II brought the need'for teehnieal education.
5. Shifts in occupational patterns had their effect as
there was a marked increase in. certain occupations.
6. Increase in the enrollment trends of special students
And adults, with a steady demand for suitable offerings.
Also, enrollment of young people more tYpieally represent-
ative of the total populationmentally, socially, and
economically.
7. Coupled with these, the ideas of the people serving
in the junior colleges who supported terminal and general
education.

Out of these, and possibly other, pressures has come the

community college, although there is almost as much variation in

the definition of its breadth as there is in adult education.

Leland Medsker regards the community college as none which

(1) offers a variety of educational programs of an academic and

an occupational nature, day and evening, for full-time and part-time

students, (2) provides an (-pportunity for students to make up educ-

ational deficipncies, (3) has a liberal admission policy, (4) em-

phasizes a well-developed guidance program* (5) performs a variety

of special services to the community, and (6) insists on its rights

to dignity on its own morits without attempting to resemble a four-

Year college (13:203),n

Because it can affect one s interpretation of adult education,
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and especially community service.in the community colleges, let

Me include in this study the proposed master pattern of eriteria

for identifying a community college which James Ro Reynolds wrote

in an editor1alv1n.TAI-IDNA01.10121tang (17:262).

1. Sensitivity of the curriculum to community needs:
the development of praeticalmothods for discovering

Community needs, the facility with which innovations may

be adopted in the curriculum, and methods of evaluating

the success with which community needs are met.

2. Extension of the edueational program beyond the cou .

ventional classroom aspeets: cultural activities..bringi-

ing artists from outside the community; provisiOn fgr
fine arts interests in the community; student presenta-

tions; recreational aetivities---competitive, activities

including ,sports leagues, table games* etco and.'nqp.

competitive' activities, community nights, d;ncee* parties,

.

etc.; thought provoking activities..opan forums, town

hall discussions, visiting lectures, student debates'ete.;
.adult education elassesoentional* inclu4ing..trades*
comMeiscial, agriculture, ete. and non-vocational, includ.

ing general, hobby groups, community improvement, personal

improvement etc . . _ . .

3.. Faculty- competence used in solving pommunity,problems.,

The development of 'practical methods_for discovering .faculty

Competence, which may be Used outstde the elassroom, and. the

use of this competence in sii6hAottvities as Onsultatoni
conducting clinics, members of lecture bureau, Such civic.

'Attivities as monoaigns, club m.PmbPrshipP, eth., an4 rP- .

ligiaas activities.
4. Student coiPetence used in solving community problems.

The opportunities-here parallel th.Ose listed under faculty

competence. .

5. Community participation in curriculum Making. .The
development of .methods for'arousing community interest in
curriculum problems, and of met#04 rot coMmunity part.7

icipation.
6. Using.the community as an instruational laboratory.
The development of methods for discovering the resources

of the community whichCan be so used, and or methods fot
using these resources effectively in the class and extra-0

Class Proiram. .

70 An.effeetive publia relations program.
8., A system for,evablating the success of the community

Betvice Trogram.

It is in the most brOad concepts that adult edueatiOn finds,

its greatest potential within the eommunity college.

"
efe*

,
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ADULT EDUCATION mans INTO THE JUNIOR COLLEGES

4,14.. r

We gain some idea of the manner in which adult education came

into the junior colleges as we look at some of the development in

California a0d Los Angeles.

During early yearst.public adult education in California was

primarily concerned mith remedial and elementary education. At

one time it meant education of immigrants, or Americanization;

later the meaning was broadened and adult education began to be,

thought of as a Means of meeting the educational needs of adults.

As subjects thdt were not taught in the elementary sohools began

Ito be a part of,the curriculum, their status was elevated, to eve-
,

fling schools. between World War I and II, Public.sChool 44Ult

education was taken over by the evening high school. It offered

sUblects normally taught on the high school level, leading to a

diploma. and Also a, variety of vocational and culpural programs.

(3=13,14.)
1,L!

As the fledgling junior college systeM began to

so did its involvement with adult .edUcation.
;.

expah -

There were'no adult education programs at the junior college

level in-Los Angeles prior to World War II. Two institutions now a
t-'

rt.of the junior college distriCt offered extensilre adult education

programs in business trade atd industrial training,

Trade Tiohi and: Metropolitan School of Business

TheY0 Were

(3 47). TYrus Hill-

way points'oUt, ftAn'interesting and significant fact, not generally

:noticed by'histOttanS of the junior college movementai, is that many

of our present commUnitY colleges have grown out of schools and in-

stl.tute$ OriginillY eS



There was some adult education at the campus of Los Angeles

Junior College, but it was classes sponsored and conducted by the

State Department of Education and financed by the FederalGGovernment,

with no official connection to the regular college program. They

were a Part of the Federal Emergency Education Program, which was

created #o provide jobs for unemployed teachers,

Extended day was brought into being at LOP Angeles Junior

College in 1941 in order that faculty members of the college with

dwindl*ng enrollments, due to World War II might keep their jobs

(3:45). The rapid growth of the extended day division of that, school

and others is a story of post-war development.,

c.77 PLACE OF ADULT EDUCATION IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

community colleges define their adult enrollment in different

ways, if at all. Some have no classification other than full-time
.

ot part-time, and a few classify according to age brackets. Generallyio.

adult students are special students who are above the age of compul-

sory attendance and are classified as adults in the records of the

reporting junior college. Thornton suggests that the adult classif.T.

ication includes those students who are enrolled for only one or two

courses at a time and whose full-time occupation is something other

than college attendance, manY are,not primarily interested in degree

credit (20:246).

I ilas frustrated in the search for relevant and extensive

statistics until I read Liverightis comment, nstatistics covering

the nature and scope of, junior college and community college adult

education are nonexistent (12:63)." Nevertheless, in some community

9-



colleges adult enrollment is two to four times as great.as the.re-

gular enrollment, while in others there is none. 624"-317)

The community college has as one of its major purposes that of

meeting the needs of all persons in the,community. It has a geo-

graphic boundary and a concept of developing a comprehensiye program

based upon the needs of those within the area. Among mary community

colleges the concern with all community residents has developed to

the place where it is as important as the concern with college age

youth. Fields Ouggests the community college has a unique purpose

tolbulfill in relation to the lifelong educational needs of members

of the communiti. Being concerned with a specific community, it

*an study that community in order to identify the needs of its

members no matter at what period of life their needS emerge (2:91).

In his bodk, Tyrus Hillway supports the notion that the adult

education program of a community should be centered in its community

college. He reiterates the declaration by the President's Commisbtdn

on Higher Education that the community college seek to become the

center of learning far the entire community, ftwith or without the

restrictions that surround formal course work in traditional insti-
..

tutions of higher education (10:10).

Many other,:sources affirm the place of adult education in the

community college. Edmund Gleazer accents it .in a recent article

the community college (5 99). In his

dissertation, Frederick Fox shows that the accredation committee of

the Western College Association is interested in the role of adult

education in the community college (3:87-92). In 1967, the American

Association. of JuniOx' Colleges finally established
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adult education. And, of course, federal funds provided under

Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965 stimulated greater

interest in adult' educationl

Where does resistance to adult edueation in the community

colleges lie? We can see several points of caution, resistance or

apathy* One of the pressures against a broader program in the junior

college is those who do not feel that occupational or adult work

belong in a college* Another comes fram those who have had control

of adult edueation through the evening adult schools, and are afraid

of losing their control. A third resistanoe is apathy, apathy whieh

results in narrow adult education programs limited largely to-voca-

tional education and college credit courses* James Reynolds says,

"Such programs display little evidence of creativeness stemming from

a comprehensive understanding of real education needs of the com-

munity (16:64)*

An interesting development is reported by Fox (3 136-8) which

affects the second Point above. In 1960, two private consulting

firms were employed by the Board of Education of Los Angeles tO make

a survey of administration and supervision within the school system.

Both firms recommended a ftmarriage" ct the school systems adult eve-

ning schools with the junior colleges. The recommendation was not
1,

enthusiastically 'received by either party because of uneasiness about

the nfine printw of the reooMmendation.

Among the toroblems of adult education is how best to interpret

community needs as a guide to building a program. It is one thing

to offer a program which meets community needs, but quite another to

help a nebulous''body such as a community to interpret its needs (1,s77),
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People are prone to hide or protect their real needs by seeking the

satisfaction of lesser needs. It is when we discover our own needs

that we are most likely to want to do something about them.

The source of support for adult education is a problem for

some community colleges. Arrangements vary as much as for any comm-

unity college program. For some, it is accepted as one facet of the

State's obligation of free schooling for all its citizens. For others,

the community colleges share the State support for post-high school

credit students but gain no support for adult classes. Some local

boards bear the costs.from public funds; others charge a nominal tuiat

tion; and still others charge tuition for the entire cost. This

accents the real need for a state philosophy for lifelong learning.

THE CURRICULUM OF ADULT EDUCATION IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES

There is no tyPical. Program of adult education in the community

colleges. Thornton suggests that the developmental histories of in-

stitutions have combined with varYing philosophical positions to

bring about a complex of offeringt which defied statistical rePorts

or coherent description (20:236).

There is a. cotmon misconception that adult edueation,is limited

to evening Programs; that it is comprised of unrelated non-oredit

courses developed through speculation or on popular demand; and that

its courses priMarily involve crafts recreat,ion and vocational skills.

But the majoritY of community college programs do not fit this con-

cePtion. Studies (13:73-5) show Only a small percent are involved in

social and physical education..

Although their PrOgram of adult education is limited, the Los

,

2-
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Angeles community colleges provide an example of the type of course

involvement. Fox points out (3:155) that in 1959, 80% of the 265

subjects involved in extended day were knowledge or skills required

in a particular occupational field. Yet enrollment at six campuses

(not including Trade Tech.) in vocational subjects amounted to only

one third of the total enrollment This followed the patern pre-

viously indieated that mary adults attending evening classes have

an interest in learning which is not always direetly related to their

present or future occupation. Enrollment was as follows:

Social sciences, Mathematics and English 30%
Art, I1usic, Yoreign Languages, Earth sciences,

.Spaledh'`and. Philosophy - 26%
Physical and Life sciences 8%

Though the preciseness of the figures has altered, the emphasis

remains Close to the same.

In gaining a perspective of the curriculum in,adult edueation

in the community colleges, I waht to examine certain,problems that

relate to the curriculum and its development before looking at

areas in which educatioh of adults is involved.

One problem, refeyred to previously, is relationship to adult

schools and their programs. In many, if not most, communities the

adult high school or evening school had control of adult education

prior to the entry of the comMunity college intotheifield, and is

reluctant to loosen its hold, Usually a division of reSponsibilities

is worked out, though even then considerable overlapping takes place.

Albert Caligiuri curriculum coordinator for the Los Angeles

City Junior Coll.ege District, in an interview (22) told me of the

agreement of the Calege District with the Adult Division through

the



the Board of Education under which they both have been up to this

time. The eammunity colleges are to have only graded classes for

credit toward a degree or higher vocational goal. There is to be no

non-credit courses or auditing. The adult schools have courses eq-

uivalent to elementary and secondary training, and non-credit courses

flOr adults. The area of vocational training is pretty broad and

there is considerable overlap, yet even here is a semblance of div-

ision. Mf the training requires a sequence of three or more courses,

it is legitimate for the college to handle. If not, then it is the

function of the adult school.

Considerable rivalry exists, even though the field,of adult ed.

uoation is broad and needy enough for both institutions, espectally

with effective coordination. There are thoee, as the previous re-Com-

mendation to the LOS Angeles CitY Board of Education has Pointed out,

who favor all adult edueation being under the guidqnce and control
3 ,

of the community colleges.

In 'many community dolleges, auditing of courses is permktted.

A majority in adult education courses wibh only to audit, taking the

course for their own Purposes, while some need credit for 4 degree.

Thornton sees the issue revolving around two questions: (i) Should

a community offer courses which deviate from traditional and scored-

itable. practices? (2) To what extent does adulthood tmply the,ab-

ility of the persori to choo,se values for himself rather than aecept

those of teachers and scholars? (20:246) Three sets of practices

have developed: (20:247)

1, Some junior colleges offer only credit courses in

an ixtended Program, Paralleling subjects offered in

the day program. By this, they Preserve the integrity

=.
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of their self-concept as a college, but serve a smaller
number of adults*
2. Others insist that any course is worth credit. These
attempt to offer a broad and comprehensive span of courses,
classifying all students, and maintaining credit and atten-
dance records* This does tend to provide dignity for the
adult education programs.
3. A third practice is to have classes equivalent to the
regular program defined as credit, and a student of any
post-high school age may enroll for credit or as an aud-
itor* Short courses and courses-of a specialized interest
are offered without credit. It is probable that most com-
munity colleges which have comprehensive adult education
programs follOw this pattern.

What about the desire of adult students to receive credit? The

National Opinion Research Study, mentioned earlier in this paper,

showed that adult education activities expressed interest or took

part in courses offering credit (including certificates of achievement

or completion) (12:25)* Liveright comments in his study that "there

is a decreasing need for concern with formal recognition (1-2,:29).

Dertainly the provision of audit possibilities or non-

credit courses is not an impossibility. A study a New York City College

conclude'd that "administrators regard the offering of a wide range

of non-credit courses as A proper and desirable function or.

year college (18)."

Each of these problems seems to be related to one another and

so it is the problem of flexibility in curriculum development.

Some community college adult education administrators follow the

practice of offering anything and everything of educational value

he4wcw

for which there is a sufficient and

for a high degree olt flexibility in

courses Adult demand, rather than

the curriculum. Some educators are

while other feel that thi,s responds

consistent demand. This calls

schedule making and approval of

committee deliberation determines

afraid of the effect of this,

to the emerging needs of adults.

rou



Requests may come from a group of Persons or from personnel

officers of a number of industries who see a need; and they may in-

clude industrial supervision, computer technology, Rennaisance.liter-

ature or a philosophy for aging. The problem of the community college

is to attain the proper balance, by being flexibly responsive to every

legitimate need of its community on one hand, and maintaining its

educational 'Integrity on the other.

Each of these problems might well fit under the umbrella of the

problem of standards for adult education. This umbrella can encompass

these problems and more, from a shortage of qualified teachers to the

*diversity of students in background and pUrpose.

A6 final problem can be mentioned briefly; the task cif coordinat-

ing community college adult education with that of other agencies in

the community. This helps bring about less duplication and wasted

effort as well as a greater involvement of the community in the task

of lifelong learning.

Adult iducation too often is thought to be outside of and usually

secondary to, the basic curriculum development of the community col-

leges. I would suggest that most of the curriculum can, if it does

not already, in4ude and encompass the education of adults. Perhaps

what is necessary is the conscious and eilual involvement of the-college

and its administ,rators with ite adults, as well as its

adults.

Almost any book or study one might turn to on the junior or

community college, would speak of four major purposes or curricula

programs: Preparation for advanced study, vocational education, gen-

college age

eral eduoation,and ommolunity services (i e 9:69ff). The education



of adults is, and has been, included in each of them. I want to

deal in brevity with the first three and to a greater extent with

the last as an expanding facet of the community college program.

Preparation for advanced study is also known as the transfer

function. in community colleges, as students of any age are prepared

for advanoement to four year college or university work. All stu-

dents preparing for advanced study fall under the same requirements

whether involved in the day or extended day programs. Adults reg-

istered for regular credit work generally are included in the regular

program rather than in a special adult education category. Transfer

ourricula has largely been determined by major universities to which

community college students will be going. This has tended-to accent

the role of the junior college as a subordinate. This role is one

that Medsker, in the previously noted quotation (page 6), has the

community colleges seeking to overcome.

Vocational or occupational education has, in most junior ollegesi

included "courses 'of two yearts duration or less, combining the dev-

elopment'of skills required for entry into a locally important occupa;.

tion with relate& knowledge and theory calculated to help the student

progress on the job (20:59 60)." The breadth of this aspect of the

community college program has expanded as the facet formerly known as

terminal education (study toward the junior college degree) has been

included in occupation education. Caligiuri (22) mentioned that in

Los Angeles the term is being avoided and the idea associated with

occupettion education. Kempfer point:4 out that the community college

has no place in its concept for terminal education since that implies



Education of adults has long been a part of the occupation

dimens4on of ,e community college curriculum; and, with refresher

training and retraining for new or varied occupations so necessary,

will continue to be so. The community college that strives to be

sensitive to the changing patterns and needs of its community will

serve both present and future.

Lawrence Bethel suggeats some basic requirements for developing

a community centered vocational education program that apply to meet-

ing the needs of any age and the community. They include (9:108ff):

1. There must be a need for (the particular facet of)

vocational education.
2. There must be interest and desire.
3. There must be a feeling of confidence between the
college and the business and itdustrial life of the
community.
4. There should be a common community interest in
terms of money and effort.
5. There must be an opportunity for the community to
evaluate the existing Programs.
6. There must be an opportunity tor the college to

deviate from established practice.

7. There should be a specially assigned staff to work
with the community.

It seems to me that the thrust important here for the community

college is an increasingly vital and relevant relationship with the

community for which it is seeking to provide effective occupational

training, retraining, and advancement.

General education has become an accepted part of the community

college curriculum. There seems to be a good deal of disagreement.

as to what it means and what is its purpose. As far as I can tell,

the main attempt of general education is to offset the narrowing

effects of specialized education. It has been developed in an effort

to help satisfy the needs, expressed or unexpressed,

in his society.



Thornton, in an essay on "General Edueation" in the 55th kear-

book of the National Society of the Study of Education, suggests that

there are three basic approaches to goneral education (9:120 121).:

1. Liberal arts...,ch
Requires the student to seleet one or more intro-
ductory courses from each of several fields of

knowledge. This is the oldest and most common approach.

2. viMy21Suxistjap.reteh
A, number of broad courses are developed which cut
across departmental lines. The courses are explicitly
designed to meet the common needs of students, without
the compartmentalization of liberal arts.

3. FuneILIZALMEnItAREK2a2/1
Begins with a thorough amalysis of acttvities of
People in a given society and the characteristics
of the students in the given college, The courses
are designed to permit the student to handle the
various dimensions of life in which he 'will be inf.--

volved. This included:T. family life, 15ersonal adjust-'

ment, the citizen and his government, and the lire.

How does adult education fit into.this? First, the adult student

is 'the same asthe eollege age student in the transfer and occupational

programs. Sesides this, it seems that general education provides the

foundation 'for the Program of continued learning 'which is attempting

t,0 reach the total adult communitr.

It is in support of the idea that Thornton writes, lithe large,,

enrollment of adults in public junior college indieatei that growing

interest in lifelong learning is coupled with increasing opportunity to

study. If there is validity to the philosophy of general education,

it seems very probable that well-conceived eareftlly planned, imagin7

atively taught general education courses would merit enthusiasticrecep-

tion bY a large number of adults (9:137)."

'The problems of non-credit courses and shorter length courses_

affect the develoPment of a wide range program of continued learning.

As the 'community college werks through the developmajit of such a program,

ell1 9 Mir



it makes greater strides in serving its adult community.

The fourth area of prograM and curriculum development in the

community college that deals with, and relates to, adults is the area

of community service. I have found my study of the dimensions, present

and future, of this area fascinating; and will attempt, for the purpose

of this pappr, to keep my comments to an overview, even as this whole

paper is an overview of adult education in the community colleges._

Paul Sheats (19:81) reported on a survey by B. Lamar Johnson on

the future of the junior college in which Dr.. Johnson predicted the'

"expansion of the community serviee function of the junior oollegeoP

As things are developing, this is almost an understatement

In an article in the Junior College Journal, Howard Putnam states

that the traditional college programs as an answer to community needs

are not enough. Because of this, the new community servid# funetion

is being developed. "Community service activities go beyond the cus-

tomary limits associated with a college program and help to solve

current problems of both persons and organizations in the communitY

(15 221),n

They do.even more than that, although many schools limit their,

vision of community service. Fox pointed out in 1960 how, at East .Los

Angeles College, community service was largely concerned with nonlm,

transfer courses, those of occupational or vocational education -(3470).

The Valley College (Van Nays) catalog for 1969-70 says, 'IA full

program of community services is offered at the College"; and yet,

as defined, it is limited to cultural, recreational and social activities,

and the use of facilities. A report on the same college (23:XI-47ff)

Yeir identified cultural programs, forums, films, use of facilities,

-20-
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field trips into the comMUnitY, teore-Ational adtiVitie8 tifid community

use of the planetarium. I am not criticizing these,but only wish to

point out that this is not a "full program of &immunity services."

It is good one, possibly one of-the best in the city, and it is good

to see that future plans will broaden their concept and program (230U-49),

What are some of the dimensions of community service and its re-

lationship to the adult community? The report to the Board of, Education

by the Los Angeles City Junior College District defines community ser-

vices as encompassing "those educational, cultural, and recreational

services which each college should provide for the community at large

and for its specific surrounding areas above and beyond regularly

scheduled classes and instructional programs (230U-5)." Mr. Caligiuri,

(22) in conversation about this program, mentioned that at present

it largely involves the community coming to the college for programs,

projects and activities, although there is increasing thoughtabout

working out in the community. He also indicated to me that when they

are no longer under the influence of the Board of Education (as of

September, 1969) there will be more non-credit and ungraded classes

under their community services.

James Reynolds writes of the community college and community

service as a "two-way street with traffic of services moving in both

directions (9:1)41)." The community college idea, he says, presupposes

"an increase of services from the community to the college to.correspond

with the increase of services from the college to the community." Thus,

community services may be defined as involving both college and com-

munity resources and conducted for the purpose of meeting specified

educational needs of individuals or enterprises within the college or

-21-



tha nemtwallrity (9:142),

One of those who has written most extensively on community services

is Ervin Harlacher, currently president of Brookdale Community College

in Lincroft, New Jersey. He suggests (7:12) that the community college,

inlimplementing its full community dimension, is breaking the "lock-

step of traditton, i.e., college is four walls; college is semester

length caurses; college is credit; college is culturally and educationally

elite." Thus, it will be demonstrated that the college is where the

people are.

-Heirlacher feels that the community college is particularly suited

as an agency of community service beeause:

1. It has a primary purpose of providing service to the
people of its community.
2. It claims community service as one of its major
functions. (Compare this, also, to Reynold63 proposed
master plan for identifying community colleges as given
on page 7.)
3. Since it is the creature of citizens of a local aam-
munity, the community college is readily capable of respond-
ing to changing community needs.
4 The program often welds separate. and distinct com-
munities of the district together.
5. It is an institution of higher education and can
draw upon the advanced resource of its staff in assisting
in the solution of problems of an increasingly complex society.
6. Relatively newounencrusted with tradition, it is not
hidebound by a rigid history, and in many cases, new and eager
for adventure (7:13.1)1').

In writing for the forthcoming edition of the Handbook for

Adult Education Harlacher sets out these principles uPon whibh the

community service program is founded (6:4):

1. Community service is a process and not a place.
The college is obliged to go to the community at least
as aggressively as the community is encourage dbocome
to the colleg.e.
Education cannot and must not be limited to formalize4
classroom instruction.
The community college should be a catalyst for community
development.

-22-



Conmunity ettITTogp eirice prozrams PhoUld meet
community needs while avoiding useless dupli-

cation of existing services.

What of the dimensions of community service? A field is not easily

described when oneof its protagonists (Reynolds) speaks of it as "a

field in which the only limiting factor is the power of the individuals

to project themselves beyond the confines of tradition (9:144),"

Some of the main aspects of community services have already been

mentioned or are well known. This is especially true of the cultural,

educational and recreational services with classes, lectures, forums,

fine arts programs, exhibits, film series, theatre groups, discussion

groups, workshops and speakers1 bureau, as well as individual and

group recreational activities.

Use of facilities as a community center is not promoted,widely

enough. Audrey Xenefee has written a relevant article (14) in.support

of the value of the college having an "open door" policy. A)by-product

is its public relations value.

There is a great educational resource of a two.way nature avail-

able with the community as a r4source for the college. 'This,might in-

elude: field trips to varied locations from art galleries to government

agencies; utilization of the community for studies, surveys and polls;

joint programs with business and government; participation of community

leaders in school programs as speakers and resource persons (8 23),

Individual development is greatly enhanced, not only 1.n the above

mentioned things, but also with efforts being made through guidance,

testing andneeunselling. Vocational testing and counselling for adults

ofAny age is a pilot project of Trade Tech, in Los Angeles (22),

Perhaps the most controversial aspect of community servtees is
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community development as the community college eek t QQA:tt *1111.P

community in identifying its problems and helps coordinate efforts

toward improvement. The community college ought to make available

its resources of knowledge and skills but leave decision making in

local affairs to citizens.

Howard Putnam articulates sharply the need for leadershiP in

community development as he writes:

"In every community there are Problems that remain
largely untouched by the traditional college program.
The slums go unchanged even though the college offers
courses in sociology. Disease rates remain high even
though physiology and hygiene courses are given to
college students. A large number of people having
acute problems never go to college, and those who do
tinter occupations in which they are not called upon
to correct the worst local conditions. Knowledge
exists, which if applied to the local situation, would
result in improved conditions. But somehow, the know-
ledge is not brought to bear on the local situation as
the years go by. Logically, the college has the respon-
sibility to put knowledge to work where needed. Conse-
quently, colleges have begun to break new ground in
offering novel educational services closely related uo
community needs (15:221,2)."

In a recent article, "Ivy in the Ghetto," Marilyn Waitg defines

some pilot projects and appeals for more community service adult educ-

ation in the ghettoes in order to find ways to flgive adults who have

missed out on an education another try at becoming productive citizens

(21)." This type of program needs to be the college going to the com-

munity rather than vice versa. In so many ways, through community

education and action democratically organized and executed, community

development leads to the improvement and enrichment of the whole

community.

The community college, through a creative program of community

service, can become as Paul Sheats has projected (19 82) unifying,
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as well aS a otitural fo±de in the community; it can foster and en-

courage a close and continuing relationship between knowledge and

action, learning and doing, preachment and practice." This is as

much a challenge now as when written ten years ago.

CONCLUSIONS

Certainly there would be some advantage to be able to say with

precision what "adult education" means. Considerable disagreement

arises even when the term "adult" is used. To seek to define "adult"

always leaves us wanting. Perhaps the only adequate definition is

whatever we determine an adult to be.

Even more relevant is the understanding of adult education as

a process rather than a category. I realize that I do not want to

let loose of the image that my graduate study is involvement in adult

education, because I am an adult. Yet I have come to understand this

study is only related to what I thought it was* Adult education is

the process of continued or lifelong learning not limited to age or

degree goal. It is vital to the life that does not wish to cease

growing, therefore vital to life itself. Its potential is to the ends

of our imagination; its task requires our greatest resource. People

are not aware of the full challenge of lifelong learning, nor are our

institutions primed for its development.

Our community colleges stand as the most promising institution

to meet the broad challenge of adult education; yet, with a few excep-

tions not in their present form. The promise lies in their dedication

to quality and relevance in education, while at the same time main-

taining interaction with the community and sensitivity to its needs,



10,4,Z,41,4".*74,

:

-,Fiite?71,.,...r
.

-The question as to its present form lies in its hesitation to expand

4ts scope, Yes, the community college has involved in occupational

education, community service and the like, but as a secondary function.

Its program and intensity has continued to be controlled by its trans-

fer function, the curriculum of which is largely dictated by the

four-year institutions True, this is an important functionj but to

allow it to maintain primacy both in scope and in method is to narrow

the possibilities of the community college. Thus, it is prohibited

from developing its unique and innovative role in the lifelong learn-

ing of the community.

New approaches'must be created if we are to realize the naximum

power from education, Lifelong learning has within it the pulsating

quality of anewi,-organism, ever changing within itself and to its

environment.
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